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The Building of a Great Library: Hubert Howe Bancroft and The Bancroft Library

Hubert Howe Bancroft was born on May 5, 1832 in Granville, Ohio, the son of Azariah Ashley Bancroft and Lucy Howe Bancroft.

Granville, Ohio was a community steeped in the Puritan tradition—strenuous observance of the Sabbath; fundamental emphasis on thrift and work; and the importance of education. Of these three habits, Bancroft adopted only the work ethic, and at sixteen, he left school to work in the bookstore owned by his brother-in-law, George H. Derby, in Buffalo, New York. For six months he folded and stitched reports in the business' bindery. When that portion of the business was sold, Bancroft was assigned to the accounting department. He was discharged after six months by the head bookkeeper.

Bancroft was determined to start his own bookselling venture. His brother-in-law lent him both fare back home to Granville and several cases of books to sell. He borrowed a horse and wagon from his father and spent the next four months traversing Ohio and selling his books to whoever would buy them. He was so successful that by the end of the summer he had paid off all of his accounts, and was invited back to the Buffalo bookshop to become a clerk at the annual salary of $100.

In 1850, Bancroft's father sailed from New York to the gold fields of California. Other members of the Bancroft clan were soon to follow. In 1851 an order for a large shipment of books came from a family member in Oregon. The Derby bookstore filled this order and three others coming from the West. Two of these three shipments met with disaster, but the third shipment netted a 75% profit. Derby began to think that the Pacific Coast might be a golden business opportunity and so sent Hubert Bancroft, a boy not yet twenty as his agent, and $5000 worth of goods to California for sale. "...Why my late employer, supposed to be possessed of ordinary bookselling sanity, should have sent me at such an age, to such a place, and for such a purpose as to sell and publish books, I could never imagine," Bancroft recounted later.

On April 1, 1852, Hubert Howe Bancroft arrived in San Francisco and wandered the town of muddy streets, gambling houses, and steep hills. Two days later, Bancroft traveled by steamer to Sacramento where it was decided that Sacramento would be a better business location for a bookstore business than San Francisco. Bancroft sent a letter back to Derby advising him of the decision. Derby's response was to send a shipment of books via the Cape Horn route that would take eight or nine months to reach Bancroft.

In the meantime, Bancroft took the boat to Marysville to look for his father and oldest brother, Curtis, who had been the first members of the Bancroft family to
travel to California. There he joined his father in working in a quartz-mining operation that, after months of arduous physical labor, neither one had anything to show for his efforts. In November, Hubert Bancroft traveled back to Sacramento to meet the shipment of books, where he learned of Derby's death from cholera. Knowing that his widowed sister would be in need of money, he knew he had to quickly sell the shipment. Bancroft also recognized that Sacramento, after suffering from recent extensive fire and floods, would not work as a business site, and so returned to San Francisco. There he quickly made a deal, sold the entire shipment, and found himself among the ranks of the unemployed.

In May of the following year, he left San Francisco for Crescent City to seek new opportunities. He arrived in Crescent City with a case of books and stationery that he had obtained on credit in San Francisco. Bancroft soon make arrangements with the local general store to provide bookkeeping services for $50 per month, with the added privilege of sleeping in the store and using a portion of the store's shelves to sell his books and stationery. Bancroft was so successful that although two years later, when the general store and gone into bankruptcy, Bancroft's personal accounts showed a profit of nearly $8,000.

Bancroft returned to New York, where his widowed sister lent him the $5,500 he had realized from the sale of her husband's books. With this financial backing, and with nearly $10,000 worth of books and stationery provided on credit by various New York publishers, Hubert Howe Bancroft launched a stationery and book business in San Francisco, in partnership with his close friend, George L. Kenny. The firm of H. H. Bancroft & Co. soon opened its doors near the corner of Montgomery and Merchant Streets.

Business flourished and soon Bancroft returned to New York netting more than $60,000 in goods shipped on consignment. On this trip, he met the woman he would later marry, Emily Ketchum, of Buffalo, New York, with whom he would have a daughter, Kate.

During the next eight years the H.H. Bancroft & Co. continued to expand until it took over first the entire three-story Merchant Street building, and then required the construction of a new and larger facility. New departments of printing, engraving, lithography, bookbinding, and music and musical instruments were added to the business.

Several small businesses were purchased, with their entire stock and machinery moved to a new location. Soon the Bancroft Company was said "to manufacture a full line of blankbooks from the smallest memorandum book to the largest and most expensively bound ledger or county assessment-roll at prices and quality to compete with those of any eastern manufacturer." In Bancroft's day, business relied upon bound volumes to be used as account books, ledgers, daybooks, etc. These items required not only printing, but bookbinding as well, and became a primary source of revenue for the firm. In addition, the lithography department was called upon to produce more than 20 million labels in just one season for cans of Oregon and California salmon. And in the fruit-canning season, the call for labels was just as great.

It is said that anyone who sells books runs the risk of becoming a book collector. This proved to an understatement in the case of Hubert Howe Bancroft. One day in 1859, Bancroft realized that it might aid the editor of his "Pacific Coast Handbook" if all the books pertinent to the subject were located in one place.
Soon all 60 or 70 books pertaining to California and the west were grouped together on shelves in the office. In reviewing these titles, Bancroft began to realize the potential for book collecting as an aid to publishing. A while later when visiting another bookstore, he came upon several pamphlets about California in the 1850s. He bought them and immediately added them to the shelves in his publishing office. From then on, wherever he went, Bancroft would be on the look-out for other items to add to his collection. "There were not three men in California, I venture to say, who at that time knew anything either of the intrinsic or marketable value of old books," said Bancroft. Bancroft's collecting philosophy became "buy every picture, map, manuscript, pamphlet, or book that dealt with the subject of California and/or the Pacific Coast." He believed that completeness was more important than apparent value, as he felt that the most insignificant item could be of great value when made a part of a larger collection.

By 1862, Bancroft had found so few new items to add to his collection from the bookstores of California or the east coast that he began to think that his collection was complete. However, when he visited Europe, including London and Paris booksellers later that year, he collected enough books on California and the Pacific coast to fill 12 packing cases. In 1866, Bancroft and his wife spent nearly a year and a half in Europe, traveling and collecting more books for the library. Due in large part to his purchases in London, Bancroft's collection had grown to nearly 10,000 volumes. Once again Bancroft felt he had successfully collected everything on the subject.

However, late in 1868 he learned of the great Mexican collection formed by José Maria Andrade, which was going to be sold at auction in Leipzig, Germany. Represented by a London book dealer, Bancroft purchased one-third of the 7,000 lots offered. This successful auction purchase encouraged Bancroft to add more to his collection through auctions and booksellers' catalogues. In 1868, Bancroft had about 10,000 volumes; in 1869, 16,000 volumes; and ultimately he felt the collection totaled 60,000 volumes. The rapid growth of the collection required a larger and larger space to safely house it. Bancroft was very afraid of fire. On several occasions, fire came very close to the building, and once the building was almost destroyed—the fire put out just in time to save the library. Bancroft began to look for the ideal location for the library. He considered such cities as Oakland, San Rafael, San Mateo, and Sonoma. He also seriously considered placing the library near the University of California as Bancroft was sure that his collection would be important to this "great institution of learning."

However, in the end he determined that a San Francisco location would be more beneficial to his work. Bancroft had a two-story brick building constructed at Valencia and Mission streets. Iron shutters were added to all windows and doors.
to further guard against fire. This new building had plenty of room for the 35,000 volume collection.

As Bancroft continued to use his collection, he realized that he needed to add other types of materials. He began to collect newspapers and manuscript materials. He sent people to various government offices to make copies or abstracts of historical documents. He got many hundred other people to dictate statements of their pioneer experiences. He purchased several hundred scrapbooks of Benjamin Hayes. Bancroft stated, "There is no other state or country whose historic data have been so thoroughly collected at so early a period of its existence, especially none whose existence has been so varied and eventful, and its record so complicated and perishable."

Hubert Howe Bancroft had three qualities working for him as he strove to build his magnificent library—he was a professional book dealer, he had wealth, and he was a meticulous searcher. However, it was his collecting philosophy that really shaped the collection. Bancroft's collecting was broad in scope and focused on the western half of North America instead of only on the western United States or just on California. In addition, his collecting was all-encompassing—he collected books, pamphlets, newspapers, and broadsides written by known authors or by amateurs. He didn't limit himself to first editions or fine bindings.

Beginning shortly before 1870, Bancroft began to feel the urge to write. He felt that history writing "...to be among the highest of human occupations, and this should be my choice." At first he thought he would write an encyclopedia of the Pacific states. He planned to write a series of very small volumes and set out to recruit a cadre of writers.

But after much cajoling and letter writing, and after many personal appeals, it began to become obvious that the project was doomed. Although many expressed enthusiasm for the project, Bancroft knew that some people would actually get around to writing anything, others would write only what they wanted to write and not what Bancroft had requested, and still others would write only if Bancroft did the necessary research. In the spring of 1871, Bancroft abandoned the encyclopedia project.

The cancellation of the encyclopedia, the recent death of his wife, Emily, and business hard times, took their toll on Bancroft's health. To help lift him from his despondency, he took a vacation trip to the east to visit friends and family. On his visit Bancroft recalled that a young lady asked him, "The next ten years will be the best of your life; what are you going to do with them?" It was this single question that formed Bancroft's ambition for most of his life. Bancroft decided he would write a complete and detailed history of the western half of North America.

Thus set, Bancroft returned to San Francisco to begin work. He soon realized how difficult a project he had assigned himself. Bancroft recognized two stumbling blocks. First, he had not yet read even a quarter of the books in his library. He figured that if he read for eight hours each day, it would take him more than 400 years to get through them. He knew he must rely on help from other writers—he just needed to figure out what type of help was needed. Secondly, the collection had no subject index. He had no idea which volume focused on what material. Again he knew he must rely on others to help create this index. In Bancroft's day, library cataloguing and classifying were new ideas. In fact, Harvard's library had just acquired its first card catalog.
After many false starts and at great expense, these two stumbling blocks began to fall away. The index took more than twenty men, some of whom worked at it for a number of years, and cost almost $35,000 to complete. Bancroft also hired a cadre of assistants to outline subjects, write up first drafts of chapters, or a series of chapters. More than 600 people worked on the history project during its 20 years of operation. If Bancroft had begun this work today, he would have used a staff of Ph.D.'s in history. But in the 1870s, people with that level of education and training were not readily available so he used who he could find. Those few individuals that could do what was asked of them were retained; the others, let go. At the end, Bancroft noted that only six employees came to be regarded as indispensable.

Thus Bancroft began the work on his histories—a task at which he often worked eleven or twelve hours each day and took nearly twenty years to complete. The works, when completed, totaled 39 volumes comprising more than 30,000 pages. Scores of notetakers made notes on slips of paper, cut into strips, which were then placed by subject into paper bags hanging by clothes pins onto a clothesline that was strung across the workroom. Because this project was before the advent of the typewriter, all notes were done in handwriting, and usually were done in ink.

Bancroft was so devoted to his task that he declined a Republican nomination for Congress in 1875, and refrained from marrying in fear that a wife would interfere with his work. However, on one of his trips east Bancroft met Matilda Coley Griffing, whom he married in October 1876. They would have four children: Paul, Griffing, Philip, and Lucy. It is said that a better historian's wife could not have been found. Mrs. Bancroft encouraged his work and, in fact, wrote a description of the library and the history project that was printed in several newspapers. In return, Bancroft made his wife and children the center of his life, and his children were said to remember him as extremely attentive and generous.

To be continued in the next issue.

The Bancroft Library was acquired by the Regents of the University of California in November, 1905, and eventually transferred to the Berkeley Campus in the months following the April, 1906 earthquake and fire—having again survived destruction. The celebration of the Bancroft Centennial will begin in the fall of 2005.
Mysterious Disappearance: Noted Professor of Berkeley Has Skipped. Said To Be Short in His Accounts.

Mr. Elwin H. Covey, BS '49, MLS '67, "re-discovered" two items while weeding out his files recently.

A recent Bene Legere issue about UC's first university librarian, Joseph C. Rowell reminded Mr. Covey of these items that had been "buried" in his personal files for more than 50 years.

The first document was the UC Annual Announcement of Courses of Instruction in the Colleges at Berkeley for the Academic Year 1893-94, a 4.5" x 7" paper-bound booklet describing course offerings to Berkeley students. The second item was a handwritten 8" x 13" manuscript copy of a letter from the first University Librarian Joseph C. Rowell to UC Chemistry Professor and Dean Edmund O'Neill, dated October 21, 1906, transmitting an 8-page handwritten "skit." To the best of Mr. Covey's recollection, these items had been discarded in a wastebasket in Gilman Hall when he was a student lab assistant in 1940-42 working for Chemical Engineering Professor Merle Randall.

It was Mr. Covey's hope that these items would not only be welcome additions to the collection, but also provide information on the more creative and "playful" side of Mr. Rowell's personality. We want to thank Mr. Covey for his generosity in sharing these glimpses of UC Berkeley campus life a century ago. Here, transcribed, is the text of Joseph C. Rowell's two-part skit.

Dear O'Neill-
If this little skit will serve to amuse you for ten minutes of your enforced leisure, I shall be much gratified.

Most sincerely yours,

J.C. Rowell

Oct. 21, 1906
From the "Morning Bawl"
Noted Professor of Berkeley
Has Skipped.
Said To Be Short in His Accounts.
The College Town in a Ferment.
President Wheeler Non-Committal.

Not since the great scandal attending the McKowan defalcation several years has such tremendous excitement reigned in Berkeley as in the last twenty-four hours. Society in general and the college faculty in particular are in a spasm of nervous apprehension over the sudden and total disappearance from their midst of Professor Edmund O'Neill, head of the Chemistry department.

Two days ago he was seen on a Key Route train about two o'clock P.M. bound for this city's line. He is known to have dined at four o'clock at Taste's and to have left about five-thirty; but his subsequent movements are unknown, although one intimate friend of the professor thought he saw him at the lower end of Market St. in the early evening.

All sorts of rumors are afloat. Some are of the opinion that the learned savant has met with foul play, has been the victim of one of the villainous thugs who are becoming so daring of late, thanks to the "innocuous desuetude" of our police and their fool chief. But the professor in person is greatly above the average in weight and bodily vigor, one whom the ordinary footpad would hesitate to attack; and if that calm, penetrative glance of his, energized by the strange qualities of radium, with which he has been experimenting so much, once fell upon a would-be robber, the latter would shrink from an encounter.

There certainly is no woman in the case. While a man of vivacious temperament and genial disposition—one apparently by nature most susceptible to the tender passion, he was ever regarded as a confirmed bachelor. Only recently, and after middle age he married one of the most charming and cultured of her sex, to whom he has shown unremitting devotion.

A more sinister rumor weighs on the heavy hearts of his friends. It is whispered that he is short in his accounts! It is well known that many thousands of dollars are paid annually as fees by students in the chemistry laboratories, but it is understood that such fees are paid in at the Secretary's office, so that it is not easy to see how a professor could lay hands on any amount worth consideration by one so well fixed in this world's goods, and enjoying so munificent a salary as Professor O'Neill. The sale of chemical supplies to students could yield only a dribbling sum.

For some years, however, he has been a Director of that choice coterie of college profs known as the Faculty Club, whose financial affairs have been descending from bad to worse under (it is said) the continued mismanagement of a frequently changed steward. But it may be ascertained later that his condition of the Club's finances is directly connected
with the disappearance of O'Neill, which followed immediately in abortive attempt by its board of directors to float some thirteen or fourteen thousand dollars worth of bonds. The members, when questioned, seem to be ignorant of the exact purpose of these bonds, although they admit the necessity of rehabilitation by means of some such heroic measure.

Some slight clue as to the real reason of the professor's departure is shadowed dimly forth by the following facts. Two other active directors of the Club, holding office contemporaneously with O'Neill, were "Jerry" Landfield and "Billy" Armes. The former left Berkeley a few months ago for Russia, ostensibly to study the politics of that distracted czardom, but in reality, if recent reports are correct, to prosecute a successful suit for the hand of a princess of the royal family. Armes left only a fortnight ago for Harvard, on a leave of absence for the purpose of studying California literature—in Massachusetts!

For years these three have been inseparable friends, jovial members of the Bohemian Club, frequenters of cafes and the numerous joints favored by the haut ton of swelldom. While no reproach has ever rested upon any one of this famous triad for breach of manners or morals—yet they were indeed bon vivants, probably careless in their expenditures. And one of them has spent thousands in the enthusiasm of gathering a wonderful collection of curios, bric-a-brac, and Japanese prints.

It may not be deemed profitable to institute [an] extended search for the latest to depart of that trinity of talented professors, although the circumstances attending his disappearance are suspicious in the extreme. Meanwhile speculation is active, and, for the time-being, absorbs completely the thought of the entire college community.

From the "Evening Gulletin"
Sept. 30, 1906
The Mystery Clears.
Professor O'Neill
Buried Alive!
Startling and Wonderful Experiences
Stranger than any Fiction.

The wild rumors filling the press regarding the temporary disappearance of Professor O'Neill of California University are now set at rest.

Four evenings ago, after indulging in the few pleasures which our metropolis is at present able to offer suburbanities, he was about to step on a street car at the foot of Market St. when the earth suddenly opened and swallowed him, closing together immediately.
As O'Neill related to a "Gulletin" reporter, he fell only a short distance, but into a chasm of considerable extent, and of pitch darkness. Although much shaken and bruised, he did not lose his presence of mind, and began to feel about his strange quarters. But another earthslip precipitated him further, fortunately in soft ground. With characteristic sang froid he drew a somewhat damaged cheroot from a breast pocket, and, having lighted it, used the short-lived match to illumine feebly his surroundings. Apparently he was near the bottom of an extended cavern formed by the action of the April earthquake upon the "made" ground of this locality.

He set his nimble wits to work and by the time he had finished the cigar he had come to the conclusion that it would be impracticable to climb and force a way out upwards. What then? Why down, of course. He must be somewhere near the great Market St. sewer. If perchance it has been ruptured sufficiently, he thought, it might afford a chance of escape, provided it can be found. After carefully counting the contents of his matchbox-sixteen short tapers in all, he began crawling and slipping downward, stopping once in a while to light a match and carefully scrutinize the sides and bottom of the pit which had entombed him. It was slow, anxious work-to an ordinary person the black silence would have been maddening.

No[t] so with O'Neill. The indomitable courage of his ancestor, a famous war marichal of France, certainly must have animated him as he groped blindly on. He began to hum snatches of the symphonies he had so recently enjoyed in the Greek Theater. He even told over-well-seasoned raconteur-some of his inimitable stories, and without an audience, laughed at them himself! He remembered the good dinners at the Faculty Club, and sturdily resolved they were worth a life struggle. This was too ignoble an end of things, and then, having preached cremation, should he not be allowed to practice it?

His hand touched something hard, moist and cold-was it a stone or a brick? Matches all burned, but-happy, lucky professor-he drew forth a cinder lined carton holding a bit of that precious metal radium, and by means of its steady efflorescence he discovered that he was in contact with the sewer brick. Further exploration brought him to a jagged opening, into which he crept, finding all flow of sewage completely stopped, and the air comparatively pure.

A long rest ensued, and another period of deliberation. He concluded that he could not escape from the lower end by swimming an unknown distance under water; and so, at last on his feet, he limped westerly until he reached a manhole. It was early dawn; no rumble of cars, no sharp clatter of hoofs on the pavement, drowned his shouts and whistles, which were heard finally by Sergeant Judkins, more than once distinguished during his connection with our police force. Assistance was summoned, and before long the professor was hauled to the surface-a badly battered man, worn out by his exertions, but fully conscious and clearheaded.

He insisted that not a word should be said of his wonderful escape, and wrote a batch of big checks to ensure the silence of his saviours. He was carried to a private launch, taken to the Oakland mole, thence conveyed in a closed carriage to his home Berkeley, before anybody in that sleepy town was awake. The reception by his wellnigh distracted family can be better imagined than described. His secret was carefully kept and for nearly twenty four hours no one of the stream of inquiring friends, who had already worn out the hall carpet, had the slightest suspicion of his presence under his own roof.
It remained for a "Gulletin" reporter to scent the truth. A faint aroma of carbolic salve, and the cheerful (suspiciously-cheerful-under-the-circumstances) look on the face of the maid who answered the bell, were all the reporter needed. He at once asked "When did Professor O'Neill return?," was pulled hastily into a side room, and later was allowed to learn the details of this marvelous adventure.

We are more than pleased to be able to publish exclusively the good word of the professor's escape. And we fancy the editor of our esteemed contemporary-"The Morning Bawl," so distinguished an example of modern yellow journalism-will not enjoy the necessity for a prompt withdrawal of the base insinuations against the professor's character which appeared in this issue of the 28th instant.
Some slight clue as to the real reason of the professor's departure is shadowed dimly forth by the following facts. Two other active directors of the Club, holding office contemporaneously with O'Neill, were "Jerry" Landfield and "Billy" Armes. The former left Berkeley a few months ago for Russia, ostensibly to study the politics of that distracted czardom, but in reality, if recent reports are correct, to prosecute a successful suit for the hand of a princess of the royal family. Armes left only a fortnight ago for Harvard, on a leave of absence for the purpose of studying California literature-in Massachusetts!

For years these three have been inseparable friends, jovial members of the Bohemian Club, frequenters of cafes and the numerous joints favored by the haut ton of swelldom. While no reproach has ever rested upon any one of this famous triad for breach of manners or morals-yet they were indeed bon vivants, probably careless in their expenditures. And one of them has spent thousands in the enthusiasm of gathering a wonderful collection of curios, bric-a-brac, and Japanese prints.

It may not be deemed profitable to institute [an] extended search for the latest to depart of that trinity of talented professors, although the circumstances attending his disappearance are suspicious in the extreme. Meanwhile speculation is active, and, for the time-being, absorbs completely the thought of the entire college community.

From the "Evening Gulletin"
Sept. 30, 1906
The Mystery Clears.
Professor O'Neill
Buried Alive!
Startling and Wonderful Experiences
Stranger than any Fiction.

The wild rumors filling the press regarding the temporary disappearance of Professor O'Neill of California University are now set at rest.

Four evenings ago, after indulging in the few pleasures which our metropolis is at present able to offer suburbanities, he was about to step on a street car at the foot of Market St. when the earth suddenly opened and swallowed him, closing together immediately.

As O'Neill related to a "Gulletin" reporter, he fell only a short distance, but into a chasm of considerable extent, and of pitch darkness. Although much shaken and bruised, he did not lose his presence of mind, and began to feel about his strange quarters. But another earthslip precipitated him further, fortunately in soft ground. With characteristic sang froid he drew a somewhat damaged cheroot from a breast pocket, and, having lighted it, used the short-lived match to illumine feebly his surroundings. Apparently he was near the bottom of an extended cavern formed by the action of the April earthquake upon the "made" ground of this locality.

He set his nimble wits to work and by the time he had finished the cigar he had come to the conclusion that it would be impracticable to climb and force a way out upwards. What then? Why down, of course. He must be somewhere near the great Market St. sewer. If perchance it has been ruptured sufficiently, he thought, it might afford a chance of escape, provided it can be found. After carefully
counting the contents of his matchbox—sixteen short tapers in all, he began
crawling and slipping downward, stopping once in a while to light a match and
carefully scrutinize the sides and bottom of the pit which had entombed him. It
was slow, anxious work—to an ordinary person the black silence would have been
maddening.

No[t] so with O'Neill. The indomitable courage of his ancestor, a famous war
marichal of France, certainly must have animated him as he groped blindly on.
He began to hum snatches of the symphonies he had so recently enjoyed in the
Greek Theater. He even told over-well-seasoned raconteur—some of his
inimitable stories, and without an audience, laughed at them himself! He
remembered the good dinners at the Faculty Club, and sturdily resolved they
were worth a life struggle. This was too ignoble an end of things, and then,
having preached cremation, should he not be allowed to practice it?

His hand touched something hard, moist and cold—was it a stone or a brick?
Matches all burned, but-happy, lucky professor—he drew forth a cinder lined
carton holding a bit of that precious metal radium, and by means of its steady
efflorescence he discovered that he was in contact with the sewer brick. Further
exploration brought him to a jagged opening, into which he crept, finding all
flow of sewage completely stopped, and the air comparatively pure.

A long rest ensued, and another period of deliberation. He concluded that he
could not escape from the lower end by swimming an unknown distance under
water; and so, at last on his feet, he limped westerly until he reached a manhole.
It was early dawn; no rumble of cars, no sharp clatter of hoofs on the pavement,
drowned his shouts and whistles, which were heard finally by Sergeant Judkins,
more than once distinguished during his connection with our police force.
Assistance was summoned, and before long the professor was hauled to the
surface—a badly battered man, worn out by his exertions, but fully conscious and
clearheaded.

He insisted that not a word should be said of his wonderful escape, and wrote a
batch of big checks to ensure the silence of his savours. He was carried to a
private launch, taken to the Oakland mole, thence conveyed in a closed carriage
to his home Berkeley, before anybody in that sleepy town was awake. The
reception by his wellnigh distracted family can be better imagined than
described. His secret was carefully kept and for nearly twenty four hours no one
of the stream of inquiring friends, who had already worn out the hall carpet, had
the slightest suspicion of his presence under his own roof.

It remained for a "Gulletin" reporter to scent the truth. A faint aroma of carbolic
salve, and the cheerful (suspiciously-cheerful-under-the-circumstances) look on
the face of the maid who answered the bell, were all the reporter needed. He at
once asked "When did Professor O'Neill return?," was pulled hastily into a side
room, and later was allowed to learn the details of this marvelous adventure.

We are more than pleased to be able to publish exclusively the good word of the
professor's escape. And we fancy the editor of our esteemed contemporary-"The
Morning Bawl," so distinguished an example of modern yellow journalism—will
not enjoy the necessity for a prompt withdrawal of the base insinuations against
the professor's character which appeared in this issue of the 28th instant.